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Chapter V

Conclusion and Suggestions

This chapter consists of two parts, there are conclusion and suggestion.

The conclusion is drawn based on the analysis in chapter IV and presents the

answer to the research question after that suggestions are used to give the

information to the reader or the next researcher.

Conclusion

In this part, the researcher drew a conclusion about the result of the

researcher analyzed in Chapter IV. The study about the moral values of James

Baldwin short stories in Fifty Famous short stories retold by James Baldwin

(1896). These stories were the collection of stories about the historical figures in

medieval England History. The researcher just has chosen four short stories. From

the stories, the reader can easily see and understood the moral value of the stories.

The researcher found the behavior of the historical figures that portrayed in the

stories that the researcher has chosen was the same as their real life.

In their real life, firstly is King Alfred, he was a good leader, in this case,

he was very kind to everyone, his behavior to the other people was very good,

very polite and love to his society, and then has principles and responsibilities

which is always held firm. Secondly is King John, King John is known for he’s

highly monarchic leadership, he was very cruel. His reign was the darkest period

of government in England history. The story “King John and the Abbot” is one

example that portrayed his real life.
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Thirdly is Robin Hood, he was a cruel people, he always robbed the rich

people who which passes through the forest where he lives, in another case he was

a very good people too, but his behavior is very good only for the poor people,

because, after he robbed the rich people, he always gave the result of robbery to

the poor.

Based on the analysis, the results reveal that there are moral values that

portrayed in the story. The moral values itself classified into two kinds. The first

is the actions of the main character to himself, as individual moral value. The

second is the actions of the main character to his environment, in this case,

includes the action of the main character to the people around him, like the family

and friends, as social moral value. From two kinds of moral values, the researcher

categorized it into negative moral value and positive moral values.

After analyzing the kinds of moral values, the writer found some types of

each moral. For the first is about Individual moral value consist of positive moral

values, they are bravery, humbleness, steadfastness, loyalty and responsible, the

negative moral values are arrogant and greedy. The second is about Social moral

value consist of positive moral values they are Kindhearted, sympathetic to other.

The last moral value is a negative moral of social moral value that the researcher

found is tyrannical.
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Suggestion

The suggestions are given to the reader and the future researcher.

Based on the explanations above, the researcher would like to give

suggestions to the readers and the further researchers. For the readers, this

study is expected to enrich knowledge about the value of life that very

important things for our life. To enrich your knowledge by reading science

books and reads of many literary books, especially short story. For the further

researchers, it is hoped that the study of moral value in the collection of the

story in Fifty Famous Short Stories retold by James Baldwin is a collection of

interesting stories, can be inspired continuing research in the different short

story by similar literature study.
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